556	SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES
I, 214-222. The negotiations for the Anglo-Russian Entente of 1907
can now be followed in great detail in the fourth volume of the
British Documents, "The Anglo-Russian Rapprochment, 1903-7" (London,
1929). From them it appears that as early as November, 1903, King
Edward had "spoken very earnestly" to Count Benckendorff, the Russian
Ambassador, during the latter's visit to Windsor, "His Majesty expressing
his desire that an attempt should be made to establish a better understand-
ing between the two Governments" (B.D., IV, 186). For King Edward's
conversation with Izvolski on the same subject at Copenhagen in April,
1904, see ibid., p. 188 ff. The impression mentioned by the present writer
(1,218, note 210), that the bridging of the gulf between Russia and England
was owing apparently more to the eagerness and pressure of the -British,
rather than the Russian, Foreign Office, is amply confirmed in the recent
British documents (cf. BJD, IV, 183>t 188, 195 ff., 232, 237, 400, 410ff.).
A delightful and authoritative account of the long negotiations which led
to what came to be known as the "Triple Entente" is to be found in Mr.
Harold Nicolson's Lord Carnock (London, 1930), chs. viii, ix; he notes (p.
308) that his father, Sir Arthur Nicolson, who conducted the negotiations
in St. Petersburg, was requested by Sir Edward Grey to discontinue his
habit of using "in official telegrams and despatches the expression 'triple
•entente* when referring to the joint action of England, France and Russia.
The expression is one which is no doubt convenient, but if it appeared
in a Parliamentary Bluebook it would be assumed to have some special
•official meaning and might provoke inconvenient comment or inquiry."
I, 229. The British Government's sudden change of attitude in April,
1903, in refusing to participate in the construction of the Bagdad Railway,
is ascribed by Willy Becker, Furst Bulow und England (Greifswald, 1929),
to Lansdowne's new policy of an entente with France. But the material
in 'the British documents, private information in my possession, and
Lord Newton's Lord Lmsdowne (N. Y. and London, 1929), p. 253 f., seem
to confirm my statement that it was the outcry in the British Press and
Parliament which caused the British Government, against Landowners own
better judgment, to make the volte-face and to refuse British participation.
Possibly also underground Russian influences were at work against British
participation, for Russia worked persistently to block or delay the con-
:struction of the Bagdad Railway.
I, 230-232. Tor the details of later British obstruction to the building
-of the Bagdad Railway during the years 1905-10, so long as Germany
did not consent to Grey's conditions that the negotiations must be
•a quatre (that is, include also* England's friends, Russia and France) and
that Turkey ought not to be burdened with further kilometric guarantees,
see the documents in BD., VI, 91-105, 325433. The British insistence on
negotiations a qiiatre was partly owing to the expectation of being able
to get a better bargain from Germany, and partly out of political defer-
ence to Russia; but Russia showed small gratitude for this deference when
•she made a separate bargain without England in the Potsdam Agreements.
Besides preventing the Germans from getting Turkish money for the con-
struction of the Bagdad Railway by refusing British consent to an in-
crease of the Turkish customs, {cf. BD., V, 168 ff., 199, 208 f., 502; and

